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ATR-Mapping: Asymmetric Topological
Representation based Mapping Framework for

Multi-Robot Environment Exploration
Hao Zhang, Jiyu Cheng, and Wei Zhang, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—In recent years, the widespread application of multi-
robot systems in areas such as power inspection, autonomous
vehicle fleets has made multi-robot technology a research hotspot
in the field of robotics. This paper investigates multi-robot
cooperative exploration in unknown environments, proposing a
training framework and decision strategy based on multi-agent
reinforcement learning. Specifically we propose a Asymmetric
Topological Representation based mapping framework (ATR-
Mapping), combining the advantages of methods based on
raw grid maps and methods based on topology, the structural
information from the raw grid maps is extracted and combined
with a topological graph constructed based on geometric distance
information for decision-making. Leveraging this topological
graph representation, we employs a decision network based on
topological graph matching to assign corresponding boundary
points to each robot as long-term target points for decision-
making. We conducts testing and application of the proposed
algorithms in real world scenarios using the Gazebo and Gibson
simulation environments. It validates that the proposed method,
when compared to existing methods, achieves a certain degree of
performance improvement.

Index Terms—Multi-robot system; multi-robot exploration;
multi-agent reinforcement learning; graph neural network

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the advancement of artificial intelligence technol-
ogy, the global manufacturing industry has entered a

new stage characterized by intelligence and informatization.
Multi-robot technology no longer confines itself to the in-
dependent operation of a single robot but instead involves
multiple robots working together to achieve more efficient
task execution. For instance, in the industrial sector, multi-
robot collaborative systems can adapt to dynamically changing
production demands, enhancing the productivity and flexibility
of production lines [17]. In the service sector, multi-robot
systems can also collaborate to accomplish various complex
tasks such as unmanned logistics [6], smart transportation [21],
and so on. Moreover, in emergency situations like disaster
relief efforts, multi-robot systems can rapidly respond and
collaborate to perform tasks such as search and rescue [9],
thereby improving the efficiency and safety of emergency
response.
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However, in applications such as search and rescue, as well
as inspection [13], multiple robots cannot obtain environment
map information in advance and need to operate in unknown
environments. Therefore, multi-robot exploration of unknown
environments, as one of the basic tasks of mobile multi-
robot systems, is also a research hotspot in the field of multi-
robotics. In the task of multi-robot exploration of unknown en-
vironments, multiple robots need to locally perceive structural
information of the workspace through sensors they carry, com-
municate with fellow robots under certain conditions, make
collaborative decisions, and then reconstruct the environment
model accurately and quickly during the movement process.

This paper proposes a multi-robot active mapping method
called ATR-Mapping, including an asymmetric structured
feature extraction module and a decision module based on
topological map matching. The module encodes observation
features using a differential structured feature extraction net-
work and generates state values by capturing the difference
between privileged observation information and observation
information. The main contributions are summarized as fol-
lows:

• We proposes an asymmetric feature representation frame-
work. The differential structured feature extraction net-
work obtains feature mappings from observed and privi-
leged observed information. The asymmetric actor-critic
training framework uses the exploration rate error as
additional supervision to train the value loss function in
reinforcement learning.

• The multi-agent decision-making method using topolog-
ical graph matching based on the asymmetric feature
representation framework. It includes a feature extraction
method using bilinear interpolation and boundary point
clustering. The decision network framework uses topo-
logical graph matching to match the robot’s representa-
tion with the boundary point’s representation.

• A training environment using OpenAI Gym for deep re-
inforcement learning. The algorithm is trained, deployed,
and tested in a simulated environment. Additionally, the
algorithm is deployed and tested in the Gazebo and iGib-
son simulation environments to showcase its practicality
and potential application in real-world scenarios.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section II
introduces some related works as well as their advantages and
disadvantages. Section III gives the problem formulation of
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the task. Section IV describes the details of our framework.
The experiment implementation and the analysis of the results
are presented in Section V. Finally, Section VI draws the
conclusions and gives our future work.

II. RELATED WORK

In the task of multi-robot exploration of unknown envi-
ronments, the boundary points of known and unknown maps
play a crucial role in robot decision-making. In cooperative
decision-making algorithms for multi-robot exploration of un-
known environments, the core task is to allocate target points
for robots and determine their direction of movement based
on boundary point information to complete the exploration of
enclosed spaces as quickly as possible. Below, we will provide
a detailed analysis and introduction of existing methods for
these categories.

A. Methods Based on Classical Optimization Algorithms

Heuristic methods are strategies based on human experience
and intuition, aiming to quickly generate approximate optimal
target point allocation methods. In multi-robot exploration of
unknown environments, the most intuitive decision-making
strategy is for each robot to move towards the nearest bound-
ary point. In the early research on multi-robot cooperative
exploration tasks, Yamauchi et al. [18] proposed a distance
greedy algorithm based on this idea, which allocates boundary
points to each robot as movement target points based on the
nearest distance heuristic principle. Meanwhile, Juliá et al. [10]
introduced the concept of information gain associated with
boundary points—i.e., the area of unexplored regions within
a certain range near the boundary points—and proposed a
greedy algorithm based on information gain, where each robot
moves towards several boundary points with the maximum
information gain. However, although the above two types of
greedy algorithms can ensure the complete exploration of the
map, they often lead to redundant exploration among multiple
robots in practice due to the lack of high-level coordination
consideration. To address this, Colares et al. [3] designed a
utility function that simultaneously considers information gain
and distance from boundary points to describe the exploration
value of boundary points, and introduced collaborative factors
among multiple robots to achieve more efficient target point
allocation. Bourgault et al. [3], on the other hand, considered
scene segmentation and introduced Voronoi segmentation to
divide the entire map with robots as seed points. After seg-
mentation, each robot selects the nearest boundary point in
its respective subspace as a movement target point, thereby
avoiding redundant exploration of the environment among
multiple robots.

Another commonly used heuristic method in the field of
multi-robot exploration of unknown environments is based
on the artificial potential field (APF) method, which is a
heuristic approach based on manually designed rules that set
up virtual force fields to attract or repel robot movement in
the scene. Robots are attracted to targets while being repelled
by obstacles, allowing them to quickly reach the goal while
avoiding obstacles. The artificial potential field method was

initially used in global path planning for target navigation
tasks in mobile robotics [3]. In this potential field, obstacles
are set with high potential energy, while target points have
low potential energy. Therefore, robots move towards the
target points along the direction of maximum potential energy
descent in the field. Obviously, if the potential field is properly
established, this method can also be used for multi-robot
exploration tasks of unknown environments. In early research,
Lau et al. [11] constructed a potential energy function based
on distance values, setting robots and obstacles as high poten-
tial points and boundary points as low potential points, and
assigned different proportion coefficients to different entities
to guide robots in the correct direction. However, simply using
a potential energy function based on Euclidean distance can
lead to the problem of local minima, where robots may get
trapped in certain unexpected local minima points. To address
this, Renzaglia et al. [14] applied artificial potential fields
to local navigation in multi-robot exploration of unknown
environments and introduced a greedy algorithm for boundary
points to overcome the local minima problem. Meanwhile, Liu
et al. [12] discretized the environment into a grid, designed
a nonlinear potential energy function, and introduced the
concept of coverage factor to promote cooperative exploration
among robots while solving the local minima problem. In
recent years, Yu et al. [20] introduced a new wavefront
distance based on the length of the robot-to-boundary point
path to construct a potential field function to address the local
minima problem, and used the overlapping coverage area of
sensors of multiple robots as a penalty function to reduce
redundant exploration and improve decision-making efficiency.

B. Learning-Based Methods
In recent years, with the development of deep reinforce-

ment learning and multi-agent reinforcement learning theo-
ries, learning-based methods for multi-robot exploration of
unknown environments have gradually become a hot research
topic in academia. Learning-based methods in multi-robot
exploration of unknown environments are mainly based on
deep reinforcement learning and its extension forms. Methods
based on deep reinforcement learning iteratively interact with
the environment to obtain reward values as supervised signals
to train value networks and policy networks, making them
approximate optimal decisions. In the early methods based
on reinforcement learning, researchers mainly considered dis-
cretized grid map scenarios. In these scenarios, the robot’s
observation is represented as a grid map, and the robot’s
actions are movements at the grid level. Geng et al. [7]
proposed a decentralized decision-making method based on
multi-agent reinforcement learning in grid map environments,
where multiple robots exchange observation information en-
coded by convolutional neural networks through learnable
network structures to achieve collaborative decision-making.
Subsequently, Geng et al. [8] further improved the multi-robot
communication module and introduced attention mechanisms
to achieve more purposeful information exchange. However,
the short-sighted action space of robots in grid maps can lead
to poor performance of trained models in long-term decision-
making. Therefore, Tan et al. [16] introduced hierarchical
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reinforcement learning, extending the decision model into a
hierarchical decision-making form. In this form, the upper-
level policy is responsible for allocating long-term forward
target positions for the robots, while the lower-level policy is
responsible for generating low-level actions at the grid level.
By introducing hierarchical decision-making, the collaboration
among multiple robots and the ability for long-term decision-
making are enhanced to a certain extent.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

During the exploration process, this paper adopts a discrete
time step and discrete action setting, where each robot can only
move to adjacent grid cells at each time step. Once a key cell
in the environment is visited by any robot, it becomes a regular
free cell. Therefore, for the progressively detailed multi-robot
exploration task, the objective is to visit as many key cells
as possible within a limited time constraint. Specifically, the
task can be formulated as finding an optimal policy π∗ that
maximizes the objective function.

π∗ = argmax
π

T∑
t=0

∑
i∈R,j∈ct

cjtΠqit=pj (1)

s.t.cjt =

{
0 ifqiτ = pj∀τ < t, j ∈ Ct, i ∈ R

1
(2)

{
qit
}
i∈R

= π(Wt−1, Ct−1, Ft−1, R) (3)

where R, Wt and Ct representing the robots, free cells, and
key cells,respectively.Ft representing the boundary cells at
time t . T representing Time budget for the task. qit and
pj representing the positions of robot i and accessible cell
j (accessible cells include free cells, boundary cells, and key
cells) at time t . cjt representing variable indicating whether
accessible cell j is a key cell. Πqit=pj representing indicator
function representing whether robot i has reached accessible
cell j at time t.

A. Modeling of Markov Decision Process

The main task addressed in this chapter is the long-term
goal selection task in the multi-robot active mapping mission.
Considering an indoor scenario with convenient communica-
tion, a centralized decision-making approach is adopted. In this
scenario, the multi-robot active mapping task can be modeled
as a centralized Partially Observable Markov Decision Pro-
cess (POMDP). This process can be represented by a tuple
<N ,S,O, O,A,P,R,Y>.where N is the set of N agents
(robots).S represents the global state space.O = ×i∈N is the
joint observation space for multiple robots, where O is the
observation function.A = ×i∈NAi ,represents the joint action
space for multiple robots. P : S×A → △(S) denotes the state
transition probabilities.R : S×A → R ,is the reward function
for all agents. Y ∈ [0, 1)is the reward discount factor.At each
time step, agents receive local observations o

(t)
i = O(S(t), i)

from the global state s(t) ∈ S then a controller collects
observations from all agents and generates a joint action a(t) =

π(·|o(t)1 , ..., o
(t)
N ) through a centralized policy. Each agent

receives and executes the corresponding action a
(t)
i ∈ a(t)from

the central controller. Finally, the joint actions a(t) ∈ A
of multiple agents lead the system from state s(t) to state
s(t+1)based on the state transition probabilities P (s(t+1), a(t))
and receive rewardr(t) = R(s(t), a(t)To address this problem,
value networks and policy networks are designed, employing
an end-to-end multi-agent deep reinforcement learning frame-
work. This framework aims to maximize the value function
Vπ(s) = Es,a[

∑T
t=0 γtr

(t)|s0 = s, a π(·|o(t)1 , ..., o
(t)
N )]to learn

an optimal centralized policy π ∗ (·|o(t)1 , ..., o
(t)
N ) .In the task

considered in this chapter, the ction space of agents consists of
a set of candidate points for long-term goals, where the action
of an agent is ”selecting a candidate point as a long-term goal
and moving towards that target point”.

B. Multi-Robot Active Mapping
For a multi-robot collaborative active mapping task, it

can be divided into three sub-task modules: perception and
map creation, long-term goal selection, and short-term path
planning. In the perception and map creation module, robots
transform sensor information into 2D grid maps. In the long-
term goal selection module, robots allocate and select long-
term goal points on the grid maps. In the short-term path
planning module, robots plan paths to the selected long-term
goal points. The overall task framework is shown in Fig. 1. The
policy network and training algorithm focus on long-term goal
selection, while existing methods are used for perception, map
creation, and short-term path planning. Detailed descriptions
and settings for the three sub-tasks will be provided in the
paper.

1) Perception and Map Creation: The objective of the
perception and map creation module is to construct a global
map based on sensor information from multiple robots. Robots
use depth cameras as distance sensors, and it is assumed
that there is no positioning error. At each time step, the
robot converts depth image data into point cloud data in the
world coordinate system. Points within the robot’s height range
are remapped to the top-down 2D map coordinate system,
forming an occupancy map centered on the robot. Multiple
robots transform their occupancy maps into a common world
coordinate system based on their positions and orientation
differences, creating a global occupancy map.

In the process of converting depth images to point clouds,
this paper adopts homography transformation to perform co-
ordinate transformation between different coordinate systems.
Specifically, at each time step, the robot obtains a depth image
I
(t)
i ∈ Rh×w and the global pose L

(t)
i ∈ R3 from the envi-

ronment. For any point (u, v)in the depth image, assuming its
corresponding point cloud coordinates in the world coordinate
system are represented as (x, y, z),the relationship between
them can be described as follows:uv

1

 =
1

zc
K ·

[
R t

] 
x
y
z
1

 (4)

Where R ∈ R3×3 and t ∈ R3×1 are respectively the rota-
tion matrix and translation matrix in the extrinsic parameter
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Fig. 1. Multi-robot collaborative active mapping task framework,three main sub-modules: perception and map creation, long-term goal selection, and short-
term path planning.

matrix,zcis the value of the z-axis in camera coordinates, i.e.,
the depth value of point (u, v), and K is the camera’s intrinsic
matrix, which can be represented as:

K =

fx S CX

0 fy cy
0 0 1

 (5)

Where fx and fy refer to the focal lengths in the horizontal and
vertical directions of the camera, respectively, cx and cy denote
the pixel differences between the image origin and the image
center along the horizontal and vertical axes, respectively. S
represents skewness errors caused by manufacturing processes
of the camera, typically set to 0 in most cases.

In the setup of this paper, each robot first establishes a 3D
point cloud centered around itself based on the depth image.
Therefore, the world coordinate origin and the camera origin
coincide. The rotation matrix R and the translation matrix t
can be represented as:

R =

0 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

 , t =

00
0

 (6)

Furthermore, in this paper, the image origin coincides with
the image center, so cx = cy = 0 .Therefore, substituting
the corresponding values and transforming Equation (4), we
obtain: xy

z

 = zt

 1
fx

0 0

0 1
fy

0

0 0 1

uv
1

 (7)

After the transformation described above, each pixel in
the depth image I

(t)
i is converted into a point in the 3D

point cloud. The resulting point cloud can be represented
as P

(t)
t =

{
Pk|k = 1, 2, 3..., h · w

}
, where Pk = (x, y, z)

denotes the position of the corresponding point in the world
coordinate system with the robot as the origin (for ease of
subsequent representation, this paper swaps the y-axis and
z-axis obtained from the coordinate transformation, making
the x-y plane correspond to the parallel horizontal plane of
robot movement). The perception and mapping module aims

to construct a top-down 2D map to describe environmental
features. Therefore, this paper utilizes an occupancy grid map
to represent the 2D map. The occupied grid map of robot i at
time t can be denoted as M (t)

t ∈
{
0, 1

}Xl×Yl×2
Here, Xl and

Yl represent the predetermined map dimensions, and the two
map channels respectively indicate the explored and occupied
areas. Thus, each grid point in the grid map can be classified
into one of three categories: open (explored but unoccupied),
occupied, and unknown (unexplored). The mapping task in this
paper only considers obstacles that obstruct robot movement,
specifically obstacles within the height range of the robot
itself. Specifically, if the grid map resolution is rsand the
robot height is hr then for any point k in the point cloud, its
corresponding coordinates in the grid map are (m,n) , where
m = [Pk(1)/rs] and n = [Pk(2)/rs] .Therefore, M (t)

i (m,n)
can be expressed as:

M t
i (m,n) =

{
[1, 1] if0 < Pk(3) < hr

[1, 0] ifPk(3) ≤ 0orPk(3) > hr

(8)

In this way, each of the N robots in the scene obtains an
occupancy grid map centered around itself. Multiple robots
exchange information to output their own poses Lt

i = (x, y, θ)

and occupancy grid maps M
(t)
t .Each robot transforms its

respective grid map to the common world coordinate system
based on its pose and merges it with the previous global grid
map M (t−1) to obtain the global grid map M (t) at time t .

2) Long-term Goal Selection: In long-term goal selection,
one straightforward choice is for each robot to move toward
the boundaries of the known and unknown map areas at
each time step. As long as robots continuously move to-
ward boundary points, and assuming the map is closed and
bounded, robots will eventually complete exploration of the
environment. This method based on boundary points is also
adopted in this paper. Therefore, the goal of the long-term
goal selection module is to assign a boundary point as a
long-term target point for each robot when each planning
cycle arrives, allowing multiple robots to explore as much of
the unknown environment as possible in the shortest possible
time and ultimately establish a global grid map containing
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Fig. 2. Short-term path planning schematic.

all environmental information. Finally, when there are no
reachable boundary points in the scene, it is considered that
the robots have completed full exploration of the environment,
and the task ends.

3) Short-term Path Planning: Short-term path planning is
a discretized subtask in which robots, after receiving long-
term goals, individually plan the shortest paths to reach their
respective targets based on the global grid map M (t) .The
entire short-term path planning process is illustrated in Fig. 2.
In this paper, the Fast Marching Algorithm [15] is adopted
to compute the shortest path from the robot’s position to
the target position. After obtaining the shortest path in the
grid map, it needs to be translated into low-level actions
for execution by the lower-level actuators. The shortest path
points obtained based on the grid map are downsampled at
a certain density, and the closest point to the robot after
downsampling is selected as the short-term path point. Upon
obtaining the short-term path points, robots generate low-level
actions through a simple heuristic method [2]: if a robot is
facing the path point, it executes a forward action; otherwise,
it performs rotation actions until it faces the path point and
then moves forward.

Specifically, the relative angle θr is calculated by subtracting
the direction of the edge pointing to the path point from the
robot’s orientation to determine whether the robot needs to
turn. Therefore, the low-level action a

(t)
i for robot i at time t

can be obtained as follows:

a
(t)
i =


turnleft ifθr < −σ

goahead ifσ ≥ θr ≥ −σ

turnright ifθr > σ

(9)

Where σ is the angle threshold parameter controlling the
robot’s turning or straight movement, which is set to π/12
in this paper.

IV. METHODOLOGY

This paper proposes a multi-robot active mapping method
called ATR-Mapping. It integrates grid-based and topological-
based approaches, extracting structural information from orig-
inal grid maps during reinforcement learning training and
combining it with topological maps based on geometric dis-
tance for decision-making. ATR-Mapping encodes observation

features using a differential structured feature extraction net-
work and generates state values by capturing the difference
between privileged observation information and observation
information. A loss function predicts unexplored areas to
enhance the encoding of structural information. The decision
network is improved based on graph matching, and structured
features relevant to robots and boundary points are extracted.
These features are combined with distance-based geometric
topological maps to construct the representation of the topo-
logical map. Finally, topological map matching is performed
using graph neural networks to allocate boundary points to
guide robot movement.The overall framework of the ATR-
Mapping method is illustrated in Fig. 3.

A. Asymmetric Feature Representation Framework Design

This section provides an overview of the asymmetric feature
representation framework. It consists of two components: a
structured feature extraction network and an asymmetric actor-
critic training framework. The feature extraction network uses
a convolutional neural network to encode robot observation
and privileged observation separately. The feature utilization
network module generates state values and exploration rate
predictions based on the differences between the encoded
features. The training framework combines exploration rate
prediction error with value loss for training. This allows the
network to learn structural information from the differences
between observations and privileged information.

1) Structured Feature Extraction Network Based on Dif-
ferential Form: The structured feature extraction network as
shown in Fig. 4. The feature encoding network is responsible
for encoding and processing observation information and
privileged observation information to extract feature mappings.
Meanwhile, the feature utilization network needs to utilize
the information difference between the feature mappings of
observation information and privileged observation informa-
tion to output state values and exploration rate predictions.
To enhance observations by fully utilizing map information
and historical data, the global grid map is expanded to a 5-
channel map as observation information. The information in
the five channels includes obstacle information in explored
areas, information on passable areas, positions of all robots,
boundary point information, and trajectory information of all
robots. Each channel is encoded with 0-1 values, where a grid
point value is 1 if there is corresponding entity information,
otherwise 0. Specifically, the observation information fed into
the structured feature extraction network at each time step
is represented as O

(t)
c ∈

{
0, 1

}X×Y×5
,Where X and Y

are the dimensions of the global grid map. In addition to
observation information, the feature encoding network also
needs to encode privileged observation information to obtain
feature mappings. Here, privileged information refers to the
contour information of all explorable areas obtained directly
from the simulator, which includes the passable areas, includ-
ing unexplored areas, as well as the contour information of
obstacles in the entire environment. Therefore, all explorable
area information is used to replace the explored area informa-
tion channel in the observation information, forming privileged
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Fig. 3. ATR-Mapping overall frame diagram.ATR-Mapping includes an asymmetric structured feature extraction module and a decision module based on
topological map matching. Asymmetric feature representation is used to extract key features from the environment. The multi-agent decision network based
on topological map matching includes a representation of the topological map and a graph matching decision network, which is used to generate long-term
goal points based on topological map matching.

Fig. 4. Structured feature extraction networks based on differential form.The
structured feature extraction network based on the differential form consists
of two parts: the feature encoding network and the feature utilization network.

observation information. For privileged observation informa-
tion, its five channels are global obstacle information, global
passable area information, positions of all robots, boundary
point information, and trajectory information of all robots,
represented as Ô(t)

c ∈
{
0, 1

}X×Y×5
.The visualization of each

channel in privileged observation information and observation
information is shown in Fig. 5.

After obtaining observation information and privileged ob-
servation information, this paper designs an encoder with a
convolutional neural network (CNN) as the backbone, serving
as the feature encoding network. The network consists of
several layers of convolutional neural networks and activation
functions concatenated together. The feature encoding network
performs dimensionality reduction on the input observation in-

formation while increasing the number of channels, extracting
structured features from the spatial domain into corresponding
channel vectors. If the input size is X × Y × 5, the output
feature mapping size is Xh × Yh × Ch, where Xh = X/8,
Yh = Y/8 ,and Ch = 32 are selected in this paper. At
time t, the privileged observation information and observation
information, after feature extraction by the aforementioned
feature encoding network, yield privileged feature mappings
F̂

(t)
c ∈ RXh×Yh×Ch and observation feature mappings F

(t)
c ∈

RXh×Yh×Ch respectively. The size of privileged feature map-
pings and observation feature mappings are the same, differing
only in whether the channel information representing explored
areas includes privileged information. Therefore, the difference
between privileged feature mappings and observation feature
mappings contains not only the overall area difference between
explored and unexplored areas but also the structured feature
information of obstacle distribution in the environment. Con-
sequently, this paper utilizes the difference between privileged
feature mappings and observation feature mappings as input
to the feature utilization network to predict the state value
of the current state. Additionally, to ensure that the feature
encoding network correctly captures the structured feature
information reflected in the difference between privileged
feature mappings and observation feature mappings, this paper
introduces the prediction of the current exploration rate as one
of the network’s outputs. Finally, the gradient is backpropa-
gated to the feature encoding network for training through the
corresponding loss function. Therefore, the input to the feature
utilization network is the difference between privileged feature
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Fig. 5. Channels of observational information and privileged observational
information.

mappings and observation feature mappings, and the difference
feature mappings are flattened into one dimension and then
fed into the subsequent feature utilization network based on
multi-layer perceptrons to obtain predictions of state value
and exploration rate, respectively. Specifically, the differential
calculation process described above can be represented as:

F (t)
c = CNN

(
O(t)

c

)
, F̂ (t)

c = CNN
(
Ô(t)

c

)
(10)

∆F (t)
c = Flatten

(
F (t)
c − F̂ (t)

c

)
(11)

V (s(t)) = MLP
(
∆F (t)

c

)
, ŷ(t) = MLP

(
∆F (t)

c

)
(12)

Where ∆F
(t)
c is the vectorized difference of feature mappings,

V (s(t))represents the state value, and ŷ(t) denotes the pre-
dicted exploration rate. It is worth noting that in the above
equation, the CNN network shares parameters, while the MLP
network does not. Through the processing of the network
structure in the form of differences, the feature encoding
network can be enhanced to some extent, thereby encoding
key structural information in the environment into the feature
mappings. The specific layers of the feature encoding network
and the feature utilization network will be detailed in the
experimental section of this paper.

2) Asymmetric Actor-Critic Training Framework: After
completing the design of the structured feature extraction net-
work, this paper proposes an asymmetric actor-critic training
framework to train the network and ensure that the feature
encoding network can accurately encode structural feature in-
formation. Regarding the specific design of the policy network,
it will be detailed in the next section. This section mainly
introduces the training framework. The asymmetric actor-
critic training framework is mainly based on improvements
to the PPO training framework, introducing a loss function
from supervised learning, namely the exploration rate pre-
diction loss function. Additionally, to enhance the stability
of reinforcement learning training, this paper introduces a
dynamically changing weight parameter for the exploration
rate prediction loss function. This weight parameter decreases
with the increase in training steps, so that the exploration rate
prediction loss function only assists the training of the network
in the early stages of training. As training progresses, its
influence gradually diminishes, allowing the network training
to be mainly completed by reinforcement learning.

Specifically, during training, multiple agents will interact
with the environment according to the policy and collect data
such as states, actions, and rewards into a data pool. After
completing an interaction cycle, the algorithm will sample
data of length from the data pool for training. During training,
the loss function of the PPO algorithm can be represented as
follows:

LPPO = LCLIP (θ)− c1L
V F (ϑ) + c2S[πθ] (13)

Where LCLIP (θ) represents the policy loss function, LV F (ϑ)
represents the value loss function, and S[πθ] represents the
entropy of the policy πθ .

On this basis, this paper introduces the exploration rate
prediction loss function as an additional loss function to super-
vise the training of the structured feature extraction network.
During sampling, assuming the sampled data combination is
denoted as

{
(s(t), y(t)

}
t=1:Nb

,where s(t)refers to the privilege
observation information and observation information at time
t, and y(t) refers to the true exploration rate at time t. After
s(t) is fed into the corresponding exploration rate prediction
network, the predicted exploration rate ŷ(t) will be obtained.
This prediction process can be understood as a regression
fitting task, so during training, it is necessary to minimize
the error between the true value and the predicted value.
This paper adopts the mean squared error function as the loss
function:

LPre =
1

Nb

Nb∑
t=1

(y(t) − ŷ(t))2 (14)

The final loss function during training can be expressed
as the weighted sum of the exploration rate prediction loss
function and the PPO loss function:

L = LCLIP (θ)− c1L
V F (ϑ) + c2S[πϑ]− c3L

Pre (15)

Where the weight c3 is a function that gradually approaches
0 over time. In this paper, c3 adopts a parameter-adjustable
negative exponential function, denoted as c3 = c̃3e

−kτ ,where
c̃3and k are adjustable parameters (both greater than 0), and
τ represents the size of the current accumulated training time
steps.

The specific values of these parameters will be detailed
in the experimental section of this paper. After obtaining
the loss function L this paper trains the network based on
this loss function through gradient ascent. By introducing the
exploration rate prediction loss function, the feature encod-
ing network obtains corresponding enhancements during the
training process, thereby encoding the correct environmental
structural feature information. This paper ultimately verifies
the effectiveness of introducing this loss function through
ablation experiments.

B. Design of Multi-Agent Decision Network Based on Topo-
logical Graph Matching

This section provides a detailed explanation of the multi-
agent decision network based on topological graph matching
adopted by multiple robots. After obtaining feature maps
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Fig. 6. Multi-agent decision-making network based on topological graph matching.This framework concatenates internal and external information fusion of
the graph, completing graph matching between the representation of robots and boundary points, and assigning corresponding boundary points as long-term
target points for each robot.

containing environmental structural feature information, this
paper designs a single-point feature extraction method based
on bilinear interpolation and boundary point clustering. This
method extracts feature vectors corresponding to the positions
of robots and boundary points in the observation feature
map and combines them with distance geometric features
extracted from the environment to construct a representation
of the topological graph. Based on this representation of the
topological graph, the subsequent decision network in this
paper adopts a graph neural network framework, referencing
the design in [19] as the network backbone. The overall
framework process is illustrated in Fig. 6 It is worth noting that
in the decision network, the feature maps utilized by multiple
robots are observation feature maps, rather than privileged
observation feature maps containing privileged information.

1) Single Point Feature Extraction Method: After obtaining
feature maps containing environmental structural information,
in order to utilize the information in the feature maps for
decision-making, this paper proposes a single point feature
extraction method based on nearest neighbor clustering and bi-
linear interpolation algorithm. This feature extraction method
first clusters the boundary points and then utilizes the bilinear
interpolation algorithm to extract features for each class of
boundary points and the positions of robots in the feature map.
The feature vectors obtained by single point feature extraction
for boundary points and robot positions in the environment
will serve as part of the corresponding node features in the
final representation of the topological graph.

Specifically, to reduce computational complexity, this single
point feature extraction method first clusters the boundary
points, using the centroid of each cluster as the represen-
tative of that boundary point cluster, and also records the
number of points in each cluster as one of the inputs for
decision-making. Considering that in indoor mapping tasks,
the environment structure mostly consists of combinations of
rooms and corridors, boundary points are naturally divided
into clusters by the walls of rooms and corridors. Typically,
for a given cluster, exploration of the corresponding area can
be achieved by a single robot. Therefore, this paper adopts
a heuristic clustering method to cluster the boundary points
in space: if two boundary points in space are adjacent in

Algorithm 1 Distance-based Adjacent Neighbor Clustering of
Boundary Points
Input: A set of boundary points F = {fk}k=1:n containing
n boundary point.

Output: Boundary point cluster and corresponding cluster
center point set Fcluster = {Fi, f

c
i }i=1:nc ,where Fi =

{Fi, f
c
i }i.

Initializes the clustering of boundary points Fcluster;
while not F = ∅ do

Initialize a cluster, called Fi;
Take a boundary point from the boundary point set F and
add it to the cluster Fi

for p in set of boundary points do
if f is any neighboring boundary point of a cluster,
and the distance to any boundary point within cluster
Fi is less than rclus. then

Remove f from the set F and add it to the cluster
Fi.

end if
end for
Compute the average distance between each boundary
point in the cluster Fi and the remaining boundary points
in the cluster.
Select the boundary point with the smallest average
distance as the cluster center pointf c

i .
Add the cluster Fi and the cluster center point f c

i to the
set of boundary point clusters Fcluster.

end while

the occupancy grid map, then these two boundary points are
considered to belong to the same cluster. Additionally, the
maximum distance between any two boundary points in the
same cluster cannot exceed a threshold distance rclus .In this
paper, rclus is set to the size of the robot’s field of view radius.
Therefore, after clustering is completed at time t, the boundary
point cluster i can be represented as F

(t)
i = {f (t)

k }k=1:ni

where f
(t)
k ∈ R2 represents the two-dimensional coordinates

of boundary point K,and ni indicates the number of boundary
points in cluster i .Additionally, the centroid of boundary
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point cluster F (t)
i can be represented as f c

k .It is worth noting
that, for simplicity, the term ”boundary points” mentioned
later in this chapter refers to the centroid points of the
clustered boundary points. The specific clustering algorithm
and computational process are illustrated in the pseudocode
of Algorithm 1.As the observation feature map represents the
structural features of the entire global scene, extracting the
structural features of key locations such as robots and bound-
ary points is necessary to introduce them into the decision-
making network. To achieve this, this paper introduces a
bilinear interpolation algorithm to interpolate the features in
the feature map, thereby extracting the relevant feature vectors
corresponding to the coordinates of the original grid map in
the observation feature map. The schematic illustration of the
interpolation algorithm is shown in Fig.7.Specifically, given
an input observation map size of X × Y × 5 and a feature
map size of Xl × Yl × Ch,for a point pi with coordinates
(x, y) in the input observation map, its projected coordinates
in the feature map space should be p′i = (x′, y′) ,where
x′ = x·xl

x , y′ = y· yl

y . The value corresponding to point (x′, y′)

in the feature map F
(t)
C ∈ RXl×Yl×Ch can be obtained using

bilinear interpolation along the x-axis and y-axis directions.
Let x0 = [x′],x1 = [x′]+1, and y0 = [y′],y1 = [y′]+1 .Then,
the boundary values Ia ∈ RCh , Ib ∈ RCh , Ic ∈ RCh and
Id ∈ RCh of the nearest feature vectors in the feature map to
point (x′, y′) can be represented as follows:

Ia = F (t)
c (x0, y0), Ib = F (t)

c (x0, y1) (16)

Ic = F (t)
c (x1, y0), Id = F (t)

c (x1, y1) (17)

In bilinear interpolation, the final feature value of the
point is the weighted sum of its nearest boundary feature
vectors, where the weights are determined by the distances
between the projected point coordinates and the boundary
point coordinates. Therefore, the weights wa , wb , wc and
wd can be expressed as:

wa = (x1 − x′) · (y1 − y′), wb = (x1 − x′) · (y′ − y0) (18)

wc = (x′ − x0) · (y1 − y′), wd = (x′ − x1) · (y′ − y0) (19)

Finally, the feature vector Ifi corresponding to the point pi =
(x, y)in the observed feature map can be represented as:

Ifi = wa · Ia + wb · Ib + wc · Ic + wd · Id (20)

The bilinear interpolation process described above is denoted
as Ifi = Interp(pi, F

(t)
c ) in this paper.

2) Construction of Topological Graph Representation:
Given the observation feature map, utilizes bilinear interpola-
tion algorithm to extract feature vectors corresponding to the
current positions of robots and boundary points in the original
observation map. Then, these feature vectors are combined
with geometric distance information in the environment to
construct self-representation graphs Gr = {Vr, Er} and Gf =
{Vf , Ef} containing only robot or boundary point information,
as well as the cross-representation graph Gr = {Vr, Vf , Erf}
containing both robot and boundary point information.

Fig. 7. Schematic diagram of bilinear interpolation algorithm.

For a node i in the self-representation or cross-
representation graph, its initial node feature vector vi ∈ R5+Ch

is composed of three parts: category information vclai ∈
{0, 1}2 ,geometric information vgeoi ∈ R3 , and environ-
mental representation information vclai ∈ RCh . The category
information vclai is a one-hot encoded label representing two
categories: whether the node is a robot node or a boundary
point. The first two dimensions of geometric information vgeoi

represent the node’s position pi = (x, y) ,while the last
dimension represents the geometric information of the node.
If the node is a robot node, the geometric information is 0; if
the node is a boundary point, the corresponding geometric
information is the number of boundary points represented
by the boundary point cluster. Additionally, the environmen-
tal representation information is obtained by interpolating
the node’s position information in the observation feature
map: vrepi = Interp(pi, F

(t)
c ) .By processing each robot

and boundary point in this way, node features containing
environmental structure information and geometric distance
information can be constructed for the self-representation and
cross-representation graphs.

After constructing node features, the edges in the self-
representation graph are fully connected. The initial values
of these edges are not assigned, and their feature values are
computed by the subsequent graph neural network based on
the connected node features. In the cross-representation graph,
a fully connected graph is formed between the robot nodes and
boundary points, with an edge between each robot node and
each boundary point. The initial feature values of edges in
the cross-representation graph are the lengths of the shortest
paths calculated by the fast marching algorithm between the
corresponding robots and boundary points.

Furthermore, since the environment in this paper is partially
observed, enhancing observations using historical observation
information is beneficial for approximating the true state
values of the local observations. Additionally, observing his-
torical target points and the historical positions of robots
can promote the dispersed movement of robots and reduce
redundant exploration. Therefore, following the construction
method of the aforementioned topological graphs, this pa-
per also constructs the historical robot self-representation
graph Gh

r = {V h
r , Eh

r } and the historical target point self-
representation graph Gh

g = {V h
g , Eh

g }to represent the historical
trajectory information of robots and historical boundary point
information, respectively. To establish connections between
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current robot and boundary point information and historical
information, this paper also constructs the cross-representation
graph Gh

rr = {V h
r , Vr, E

h
rr} between current robots and

historical robot positions, as well as the cross-representation
graph Gh

fg
= {V h

g , Vf , E
h
fg
} between current boundary points

and historical target points. Through the construction of the
aforementioned topological graphs, both structural feature
information and geometric distance information in the environ-
ment can be adequately and robustly represented, laying the
foundation for efficient decision-making by subsequent graph
matching decision networks.

C. Graph Matching Decision Network Based on Graph Atten-
tion Network

After completing the construction of the topological graph
representation, this paper adopted the network design from
[19] as the network backbone to build a graph matching
decision network based on the graph attention network. This
decision network first utilizes a graph attention mechanism
network to sequentially aggregate and extract features from the
self-representation graph and the cross-representation graph,
updating the features of corresponding edges and nodes in the
topological graph. In the cross-representation graph Grfafter
feature updating, the feature value of each edge in the edge
set Erf represents the matching degree of each robot node
to the boundary point node. Therefore, this paper extracts
the feature values from the updated edges Erf and utilizes
the Sinkhorn algorithm for linear assignment computation
to achieve graph matching between the robot topological
graph and the boundary point topological graph, assigning
corresponding boundary points to each robot as long-term
target points.

Specifically, for the self-representation graph, before the
graph attention network performs feature extraction, this paper
introduces an encoder based on a multi-layer perceptron
network to encode the category information and geometric
information [V cla

i , V geo
i ] of each node i in the graph, obtaining

a feature vector of length Ch .This feature vector is concate-
nated with the environmental representation information V rep

i

to form the node feature V 0
i ∈ R2Ch for subsequent feature

aggregation. The core idea of the graph attention network
is to utilize an attention mechanism to aggregate features
between neighboring nodes in the topological graph, and
multi-hop information aggregation can be achieved through
the concatenation of multiple layers of networks. Therefore,
for the nodes V l

i ∈ Rhl

in the l−th layer of the graph network,
trainable weight parameters W l

k ∈ Rhl
k×hl ,W l

q ∈ Rhl
q×hl ,and

W l
u ∈ Rhl

u×hlare introduced to generate the key kli ∈ Rhl
k

, query qli ∈ Rhl
q ,and value ul

i ∈ Rhl
u in the attention

mechanism:

kli = W l
k · V l

i , q
l
i = W l

q · V l
i , u

l
i = W l

u · V l
i (21)

In this paper, a dot-product style attention mechanism
is employed for node aggregation in the self-representation
graph. Therefore, the attention coefficient alij between node
iand its neighboring node j ∈ Ni can be calculated by the
following equation:

alij =
exp(kl

T

j · qli)∑
m∈Ni

exp(klTm · qli
(22)

Additionally, the attention coefficient aij
l will also serve

as the edge feature value between node i and its neighboring
node jin the topological graph. Therefore, for node i ,the
aggregation of neighboring node feature values V l

Ni
∈ Rhl

u

can be expressed as:

V l
Ni

=
∑

m∈Ni

alim · ul
m (23)

The final feature value of node i will be updated as the
aggregation of neighboring node features and the fusion with
its own node feature:

V l+1
i = vli + ρ([V l

i ||V l
Ni

]) (24)

In the above equation, ρ(·) represents the feature fu-
sion function implemented using a multilayer perceptron,
and [·||·]denotes the concatenation of two feature values.
Through this approach, the feature of each node in the self-
representation graph will be updated to the aggregation of its
own feature and the features of its neighboring nodes. This
operation will be applied to the self-representation graphs Gr,
Gf ,Gh

r ,and Gh
g in this paper.

After the completion of feature updates in all self-
representation graphs, the node features will be used as the ini-
tial features of corresponding nodes in the cross-representation
graph, which will then be fed into the subsequent graph
attention network for feature extraction. The feature aggre-
gation process in the cross-representation graph is the same
as that in the self-representation graph. However, unlike the
self-representation graph, the feature extraction in the cross-
representation graph employs a non-linear mapping approach
to generate attention coefficients. Additionally, the distance dij
calculated by the fast marching algorithm is incorporated as
an input to the non-linear mapping function φ(·) :

alij =
exp(φ([klj ||qli||dij ]))∑

m∈Ni
exp(φ([kim||qli||dim]))

(25)

The notation [·|| · ||·] denotes the concatenation of three
vectors. Additionally, the non-linear mapping function φ(·)is
implemented using a multi-layer perceptron, which outputs
a one-dimensional real number. In this study, the cross-
representation graphs Gh

r r, Gh
f g , and Grf will undergo

sequential feature extraction using graph attention networks. It
is worth noting that the complete feature extraction from self-
representation graphs to cross-representation graphs, achieved
by graph attention networks, will be considered as one layer of
graph network extraction. Ultimately, multiple layers of graph
network extraction modules will be concatenated to achieve
comprehensive feature extraction.

After the feature extraction is completed, the edge features
in the cross-representation graph Grf will be extracted and
used as the affinity matrix in graph matching, denoted as
AM ∈ Rnr×nf .Here, nr and nf represent the numbers of
robots and boundary points, respectively. Each element in
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the matrix represents the degree of matching between the
corresponding robot and boundary point. Ultimately, this study
employs the Sinkhorn algorithm to iteratively normalize the
rows and columns of the affinity matrix alternately, gradually
transforming it into a probability matrix to accomplish graph
matching. Each robot will select the boundary point with the
highest probability value from the probability matrix as its
long-term target point.

D. Reinforcement Learning Related Designs

This chapter primarily focuses on the research of long-term
target points in multi-robot active mapping tasks, employing
a centralized decision-making approach. Therefore, this paper
adopts the training paradigm of ”centralized training, central-
ized execution,” where multiple agents can be regarded as a
centralized single agent with a multidimensional action space.
In the reinforcement learning design, the observation space for
the agents is a 5-channel map O ∈ {0, 1}X×Y×5. The action
space for multiple agents is denoted as A ∈ {0, 1}X×Y×nr ,
where each agent’s action involves selecting nr grid points as
long-term targets from a grid map of size X×Y and executing
them in the next planning cycle. To address this problem, this
paper employs an improved asymmetric actor-critic training
framework based on the PPO algorithm. For reward design,
this study adopts a simple and intuitive reward scheme: the
more area multiple robots explore in a single planning cycle,
the greater the reward obtained. Additionally, multiple robots
will receive a fixed amount of penalty at each time step to
encourage them to improve exploration efficiency. If the area
explored by multiple robots at decision time is denoted as A(t)

e ,
whereA(t)

e = 0, then the reward rt) that robots can receive at
time step t(t > 0) can be represented as:

r(t) = a1(A
(t)
e −A(t−1)

e )− a2 (26)

Where a1 and a2 are adjustable reward coefficients.
For the episode length in the reinforcement learning process,

this paper sets a fixed maximum time step T as the episode
length limit. It is noteworthy that in this chapter, the time
required to execute one low-level action is referred to as a
time step. If multiple agents complete full exploration of the
environment within this time frame, meaning there are no
reachable boundary points left in the environment, the episode
ends. If multiple agents fail to complete exploration within
the maximum time step, the episode ends when the maximum
time step is reached. In this paper, the maximum time step for
each episode during training is set to 1800, and the planning
horizon for long-term target planning is set to 15 time steps.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Experimental Setup

1) Experimental Environment: To validate the proposed
framework, experiments were conducted using the iGibson
physics simulation engine. iGibson is a virtual environment
tool for robotics and AI research, providing realistic indoor
scenes for the development and testing of robot perception,
navigation, and task planning. The iGibson simulation engine

supports various map scene datasets and realistic physics-
based interactions between robots and environments. In these
experiments, TurtleBot robots equipped with depth cameras
were used within the iGibson simulation engine to closely
simulate real-world scenarios. The TurtleBot robots can move
using a differential drive method and perceive the environment
through depth cameras, with realistic collision interactions
with the environment.

For the experiments, publicly available Gibson and Mat-
terPort3D datasets were used for training and testing, respec-
tively. The Gibson dataset offers large-scale 3D data of real
indoor environments, while the MatterPort3D dataset provides
a larger scale and more diverse set of indoor scenes. Nine
scenes from the Gibson dataset were selected for training,
and the trained model was then tested on the MatterPort3D
dataset. Some scenes with small areas or disconnected regions
that were impassable for the TurtleBot robots were excluded,
resulting in 51 scenes for performance testing. These scenes
were further divided into three subsets based on their area
sizes: large, moderate, and small area scenes.

During testing, each scene underwent 100 tests, and the
average results were recorded. The initial positions and ori-
entations of the robots were randomly generated within the
scene, with multiple robots initially concentrated in a small
area.

2) Parameter Settings and Training Details: In this study,
the grid map size was set to, where each grid cell represents an
area of 0.01 square meters in the real world. The maximum
field of view radius for the robot was set to 3 meters, and
the maximum robot movement speed was set to 1 meter per
second. During training, the maximum time steps per episode
were set to 1800, and the planning horizon for long-term goal
planning was set to 15 time steps. The coefficients α and β in
the reward function were set to 0.005 and 0.225, respectively.
The exploration rate prediction error ratio coefficients γ and δ
were set to 0.05 and 0.01, respectively. The structure feature
encoding network consisted of a 5-layer convolutional neural
network concatenated, with the output observation feature
mapping channel set to 32. The feature utilization network
was a 3-layer multilayer perceptron network. Additionally, the
multilayer perceptron network for encoding node categories
and geometric information also had an output layer size of 32.
Furthermore, in the graph matching decision network based on
graph attention network, the vector lengths corresponding to
the keys, values, and queries in the attention mechanism were
set to 32. Both the feature fusion function and the non-linear
mapping function were implemented using 4-layer multilayer
perceptron networks. The code framework used in this study
was the widely used PyTorch framework in academia. The
asymmetric actor-critic training framework was an improve-
ment based on the Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) al-
gorithm, with training hyperparameters set as shown in Table
1. The above training parameters were determined through
experimental comparisons to obtain the optimal values. The
code was deployed and trained on a workstation equipped with
an Intel i9-12900k central processing unit and an NVIDIA
GeForce RTX 4080 graphics card, with the complete training
process taking approximately 72 hours.
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TABLE I
TRAINING HYPERPARAMETER SETTINGS.

Hyperparameter name value
Training rounds 1800

learning rate 1× 10−5

Incentive discount factor 0.99
GAE discount factor 0.95

Value loss function coefficient c1 3.0
Strategy entropy coefficient c2 1.0

3) Evaluation Metrics: The task considered in this chapter
is active mapping in multi-robot indoor environments. For this
task, this study evaluates the task completion effectiveness
based on time efficiency and mapping completeness. Time
efficiency is reflected in the time required for robots to
complete exploration tasks, while mapping completeness is
reflected in the exploration rate of the environment within a
specified time. Therefore, this study adopts time steps and
exploration rate as evaluation metrics. Time steps represent
the time required for robots to complete exploration, while
the exploration rate is the ratio of the area explored by the
robot to the total explorable area of the environment within
the specified maximum episode length.

B. Baseline Methods

To thoroughly validate the effectiveness of the proposed
method, several high-performance baseline methods were in-
troduced for comparison. These include four traditional plan-
ning methods (Utility [10], mTSP [5], Voronoi [3], CoScan
[4]) and two reinforcement learning-based methods (Ans-
Merge [1], NCM [19]). To ensure fair comparison, for the
aforementioned baseline methods, only their top-level decision
modules, which allocate long-term target points to robots,
were utilized. The bottom-level action execution modules for
all methods were uniformly processed using a fast traversal
algorithm, and the planning horizons for long-term goals were
kept the same for all methods. The following provides detailed
introductions to the aforementioned baseline methods:

1) The Utility [10] method introduces the concept of in-
formation gain, where each robot selects the boundary
point with the maximum information gain as the long-
term target point. The information gain of a boundary
point is defined as the area of unexplored regions within
a circle centered at that boundary point with the robot’s
perception distance limit as the radius.

2) The mTSP [5] method transforms the multi-robot active
mapping problem into a multiple Traveling Salesman
Problem, which requires multiple robots to cooperatively
traverse all boundary point nodes starting from their
current node positions. This is achieved by establish-
ing a boundary point-robot passable topological graph
containing distance information. The Google-provided
OR-Tools were used to solve this multiple Traveling
Salesman Problem, and the first boundary point assigned
to each robot was used as the long-term target point.

3) The Voronoi [3] method segments the entire map us-
ing the Voronoi partitioning method, with the robot’s
location as seed points. Each resulting map sub-block
ensures that any point within it is closer to its corre-
sponding seed point than to any other seed points. Each
robot then selects the nearest boundary point within its
map sub-block as the long-term target point.

4) The CoScan [4] method first performs K-means clus-
tering on all boundary points and models the multi-
robot active mapping task as an Optimal Mass Transport
Problem, allocating boundary point clusters based on
distances between robots and boundary point clusters.
Finally, robots select the centroid of the assigned bound-
ary point cluster as the long-term target point.

5) The Ans-Merge method extends the ANS [1] method,
which is a reinforcement learning-based algorithm for
single-robot exploration in unknown environments. It
overlays the local grid map centered on itself and the
global grid map as decision inputs and selects long-
term target points for robots through regression. In this
study, the original global grid map was expanded to a
map merged by multiple robots, trained with the same
reward setting as this study, and regression was used to
generate long-term target points for each robot.

6) The NeuralCoMapping (NCM) [19] method builds a
topological graph between boundary points and robots
based solely on geometric distance information and
introduces a multi-graph neural network to predict the
neural distance between boundary points and robots.
It then matches boundary points with robots based on
neural distance and assigns long-term target points to
each robot.

C. Performance Comparison Experiment
Based on the aforementioned experimental setup, this study

implemented the related code and conducted training and
testing in the iGibson simulation environment. During training,
the number of robots in the scene was set to 3, the maximum
episode length was set to 1800 time steps, and the planning
interval for long-term target points was set to 15 time steps.
This study recorded the number of time steps required for
multiple robots to completely explore the environment during
training as the training result.From the Fig.8, it can be ob-
served that with the increase in training epochs, the number
of time steps required for the ATR-Mapping algorithm and
the NCM algorithm to complete the exploration task gradu-
ally decreases and eventually outperforms traditional planning
methods. Among them, the ATR-Mapping algorithm slightly
outperforms the NCM algorithm in terms of convergence
speed and performance after convergence. Due to the small
size of the scenes in the training set, with an average area of
48 square meters, the performance improvement effect of the
ATR-Mapping algorithm cannot be fully reflected. It is worth
noting that the Voronoi algorithm and the CoScan algorithm
perform very similarly on the training set. The average step
lengths for completing the exploration task are 486.55 and
488.89, respectively, so the corresponding two dashed lines in
Fig.9 are very close.
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Fig. 8. Training performance comparison.The training results of the proposed
ATR-Mapping and the baseline method NCM, as well as the comparison of the
performance of the planning-based baseline methods (Utility, mTSP, Voronoi,
and CoScan) on the training set.

Fig. 9. Illustration of average exploration rate variation during test episodes.

To further validate the effectiveness of the proposed method,
this study tested the trained models on the test set and
compared them with baseline methods. During testing, the
maximum episode length was set to 5000, and other settings
remained the same as during training. The comparative exper-
imental results are shown in Table 2. From the table, it can be
observed that except for the Ans-Merge and Utility methods,
all other methods achieve an exploration rate of over 95% in
scenes of various area scales, indicating successful completion
of full environment exploration. The Ans-Merge method, using
the original grid map as input under the scenes and reward
settings of this study, exhibited instability during training,
resulting in poor model performance. The Utility method
only considers information gain and ignores distance infor-
mation, leading to significant path redundancy and difficulty
achieving high exploration rates in large-scale scenes. How-
ever, in terms of time efficiency, the proposed ATR-Mapping
outperforms various baseline methods in achieving relatively
optimal efficiency under the same level of exploration rate. In
moderate-sized and large-scale scenes, ATR-Mapping reduces
the number of time steps required for mapping compared to
the best-performing baseline method NCM by approximately
8%. The reason for this performance improvement lies in the
fact that ATR-Mapping not only extracts distance information
when representing the environment but also captures structural
information and establishes a topological graph representation.
Long-term goal planning based on such a representation,

which includes both distance geometric information and en-
vironmental structural information, is more reasonable, thus
improving the efficiency of task completion.

D. Generalization Experiment

To verify the generalization ability of the proposed method
in the face of different numbers of robots, the models trained
with 3 robots were extended to settings with 4 and 5 robots for
testing. The average test results on the entire test set are shown
in Table 3. From the data in the table, it can be observed that
despite the change in the number of robots during testing, the
ATR-Mapping method proposed in this paper still achieves
relatively superior time efficiency compared to the baseline
methods. This generalization ability is believed to be to
some extent attributed to the construction of the topological
representation graph by ATR-Mapping. The topological rep-
resentation graph not only contains environmental structural
information obtained through interpolation but also includes
the topological relationships and distance information between
robots and boundary points. These topological relationships
and distance information are less affected by changes in the
number of robots, hence ATR-Mapping exhibits good general-
ization.Moreover, ATR-Mapping can also utilize environmen-
tal structural information from the topological representation
graph to assist decision-making. Therefore, it can achieve
higher decision efficiency based on good generalization. How-
ever, it can be observed that as the number of robots increases,
the lead of the ATR-Mapping algorithm gradually decreases.
This indicates that the ATR-Mapping model trained in only
9 scenes also has certain performance limitations in terms of
generalization to the number of robots.

E. Ablation and Exploration Rate Prediction Experiments

To further validate the effectiveness of each module pro-
posed in the ATR-Mapping method, this study conducted
ablation experiments on different modules: exploration rate
prediction loss function and observation feature mapping.
The ablation experiments for the exploration rate prediction
loss function and observation feature mapping are denoted as
”w/o Prediction Loss Function” and ”w/o Observation Feature
Mapping,” respectively. The comparison of training results
after removing the respective modules is shown in Fig.10,
while the comparison test results of the trained models on
the test set are presented in Table 4.

The experimental results indicate that after ablating the
exploration rate prediction loss function, the algorithm’s time
efficiency decreases. This is reflected in both the training
curves and the scene tests with three different sizes. Therefore,
to some extent, this suggests that incorporating gradient back-
propagation of the exploration rate prediction loss function
during the training process of the critic module is beneficial
for encoding correct and valuable feature information in the
feature encoding module, thereby enhancing the decision-
making efficiency of the robot.

Regarding the ablation experiment on the observation fea-
ture mapping, it refers to not using interpolation to introduce
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TABLE II
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON IN MATTERPORT3D TEST DATASET.

methods Small area scene (< 60m2) Medium area scene (60− 100m2) Large-area scene (> 100m2)
time step ↑ Exploration rate↓ time step↑ Exploration rate ↓ time step↑ Exploration rate↓

Utility[10] 1111.84 97.28 1779.78 95.41 3056.00 83.84
mTSP[5] 893.26 97.85 1120.22 96.76 1764.36 95.93
Voronoi[3] 904.53 97.68 1226.72 96.72 1520.07 96.19
CoScan[4] 716.63 98.09 1070.11 96.72 1601.43 96.07
Ans-Merge[1] 1529.58 96.08 2425.67 85.98 3827.21 81.19
NCM[19] 690.16 97.78 987.44 96.74 1492.07 96.09
ATR-Mapping 686.68 97.67 885.11 96.74 1369.29 96.03

TABLE III
COMPARATIVE EXPERIMENTAL PERFORMANCE ON GENERALIZATION OF ROBOT QUANTITIES.

methods Number of robots=3 Number of robots=4 Number of robots=5
time step ↑ Exploration rate↓ time step ↑ Exploration rate ↓ time step↑ Exploration rate↓

Utility[10] 1881.27 92.93 1681.73 93.69 1589.45 94.90
mTSP[5] 1212.49 96.94 1038.67 97.13 873.65 96.95
Voronoi[3] 1187.22 96.93 999.14 97.17 869.63 96.95
CoScan[4] 1084.27 97.05 988.78 97.18 835.63 97.00
Ans-Merge[1] 2476.57 88.43 1681.73 93.69 1536.73 95.00
NCM[19] 1015.22 96.95 868.67 97.01 761.78 97.00
ATR-Mapping 944.10 96.89 842.31 97.03 738.18 96.97

Fig. 10. Ablation experiment results of training for prediction loss function
and feature map.

it into the decision-making module to form the represen-
tation topology map after obtaining the observation feature
mapping in the critic module. Subsequently, the decision-
making network uses a topology map containing only distance
information for decision-making. From the training curves, it
can be seen that removing the observation feature mapping
accelerates the convergence speed of the training curves in
the early stage. However, as training time increases, the final
convergence position of the curves is not as good as that
of the complete ATR-Mapping method. The experimental
results on the test set also demonstrate that without using
observation feature mapping, the decision-making efficiency
of the robot decreases. Therefore, introducing the features
from the observation feature mapping into the decision-making
module by interpolation helps enhance the rationality of long-
term target point selection for the robot, thereby improving
the overall decision-making performance of the system.

Additionally, this paper also records the variation of the

Fig. 11. Training curve of exploration rate prediction loss.

exploration rate prediction error with training time steps,
as shown in Fig.11. The error loss function used in this
paper is the mean squared error function. It can be observed
that with the increase of training time steps, the error value
rapidly decreases, corresponding to the rapid improvement in
the accuracy of the exploration rate prediction network. The
exploration rate reflects the difference between the privileged
observation feature mapping and the observation feature map-
ping, which is the difference between the explored area and
the overall explorable area. The exploration rate prediction
network can accurately predict the exploration rate, which
indirectly indicates that the feature encoding network can
encode the environmental structural information reflected in
the difference between the explored area and the overall
explorable area.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, we propose a extraction of multi-robot environ-
ment features, this paper studies the active mapping problem of
multi-robot and proposes a multi-robot active mapping method
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TABLE IV
ABLATION EXPERIMENT RESULTS FOR PREDICTION LOSS FUNCTION AND FEATURE MAP.

methods Small area scene (< 60m2) Medium area scene (60− 100m2) Large-area scene (> 100m2)
time step ↑ Exploration rate ↓ time step↑ Exploration rate ↓ time step↑ Exploration rate↓

ATR-Mapping 686.68 97.67 885.11 96.74 1369.29 96.03
w/o Predictive loss function 692.47 97.72 950.00 96.67 1385.21 96.16
w/o Observed feature mapping 700.79 98.01 939.11 96.82 1421.36 96.20

based on asymmetric topological representation. This frame-
work uses a differential structure feature extraction network
and an asymmetric actor-critic training framework to obtain
effective feature mapping for environmental feature informa-
tion. For feature mapping, this paper designs a single-point
feature extraction method based on bilinear interpolation and
boundary point clustering to extract key point features, which
are combined with geometric distance information to construct
a topological representation graph. Based on the topological
representation graph, this paper employs a decision network
based on graph matching to assign corresponding boundary
points as long-term target points for each robot to com-
plete the decision-making process.Finally, this paper deploys
and experiments with the proposed algorithms in simulation
scenarios, and a large number of comparative experimental
results demonstrate the effectiveness and advancement of the
proposed methods.
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